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Abstract – In the most of the organizations, instead of

servers. Security is the primary concern of the distributed
computing [1]. Cloud clients go facing security threats both
from outside and inside the cloud. Shielding the information
from the server itself is the primary of the standard issues
related with it. The server will by depiction control the "base
layer" of the item stack, which successfully circumvents most
known security strategies. As said the cloud server is
acknowledged as semi-trusted.

hosting database the management system in-house, the
computing industry has moved towards the most recent trends
of outsourcing the database storage. The standard reason is
that database is encouraged and taken care of in cloud server
in order to maintain reliability and reducing overhead of
server maintenance. In the database management, one of the
vital necessities is to give security to the database by holding
the data confidential. But if the database is in encrypted form
then there exist the issue of processing queries. In addition to
enhance the security while ensuring common logic and the
consistent and numerical queries those plans cannot give
sufficient security affirmation against probable difficulties.
Also, extended number of queries will release more
information to the cloud server. The SQL Queries require a
couple of secure database schemes for its desired working,
thus it prompts privacy preserving to the cloud server. For
numerical range queries there is security threat. So we have
proposed a two-cloud architecture with a protocol for
outsourced database administration, which guarantees the
privacy preservation of information, statistical properties and
can apply query pattern for different numeric-related range
queries and the aggregation operations with security. In order
to acquire this we have kept the data on one cloud and
processing is handled by another cloud. Range queries with
encryption capacity are used for data privacy preserving. In
addition we have used a key logic for user identification
purpose. So that unauthenticated user can not access the data
from cloud without administrator permission.

A structure that offers protection to applications that
utilizes database management systems (DBMSes) is known as
CryptDB[9]. It licenses to execute queries over encoded
information; comparably the SQL is incredibly described the
administrators and queries over encrypted data[13]. CryptDB
keeps an eye on the peril of a curious database administrator
(DBA) who proceeding to learn private data (for example
clinical information, money related information, personal
information and so on.) by keeping a consideration on the
DBMS server. The DBA attempt to learn private data by
utilizing various techniques and security usefulness. One of
the system being the Order protecting encryption (OPE)
[08][11] is commonly utilized as a piece of databases to
process SQL queries over encoded information. It grants to
perform request procedure on cipher text like the plaintext
e.g. Information server can assemble record to execute range
queries [3] and sort the encrypted data like the plaintext.
Despite the security reason well, despite the fact that all that
it reveals the request for the cipher text.
Thus the reason for security assurance of the
outsourced information to a cloud server is created by
parceling the secured data into two sections and stores them
in two distinct clouds by using cryptographic techniques
(RSA, AES etc.)[20] [21]. Moreover, secure database
administration service is known by using two non-colluding
clouds in which the data and query pattern is isolated into
two clouds. So each cloud knows just its particular
information and they are non-colluding so that each of them
know just piece of the pattern of queries. By terminating out
queries on a solitary cloud we can't be discover any private
information. Other than an advancement of protocols for a
customer to lead numeric related SQL queries [">", "<", "<>"]
and the operations "SUM/AVG" with security assurance is
also executed. It will never discover any request related data
from any of the two non-colluding clouds. To discover any
kind of information the client must know the access pattern
and access public key also [18].

Key Words: Cloud Architecture, Database management,
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1. INTRODUCTION
In modern era it tends to be seen that cloud has assumed the
take control over the IT business and its big data [4] in
different aspects. It holds the probability to change a wide bit
of the IT business, making programming essentially extra
fascinating as an organization. Distributed computing is
suggested to as SaaS (Software as a Service) since it renders
the applications as associations over the Web and the
hardware and structures programming in the different server
that offer those organizations. The equipment of various
server and programming is known as a cloud. Private clouds
are identified with the internal server farms of a business or
other organizations, not made accessible to the broadly
useful. Cloud enlisting along these lines can be compacted as
a mix of SaaS and utility registering, booting out the various
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1.4 Multi-Clouds Architecture

preservation of the outsourced data to the outside cloud
server. The advancement in this area a bit of the works
related range queries, organize protecting encryption and
multi-cloud structure. The Range Queries work by executing
the repeated range query can keep secrecy of keywords,
verification, data integrity and query privacy. After that it
combines the range queries constructively completed the
encoded information utilizing a novel SQL secured encryption
system. The request secured encryption is one of the tools
used which enables assessment activities to be especially
related on encoded information, without decoding the
operands. So that as it might encryption of non-numeric data
isn't possible with this tools. Afterward the two-cloud system
is presented which partitions the private data and queries
pattern into encrypted form in two distinct clouds which
don't have known about one another. The data privacy and
client authenticity also increased with a secrete key so that
no any unauthorized client / user can access private data.

Rather than utilizing Clouds A and Cloud B to play out the
comparative solicitation over and over, we can utilize another
pragmatic methodology that comprises of the one cloud
provider watch the usage of the other cloud provider. For
instance, Cloud A gives transitional aftereffects of its
calculations to a watching procedure which run at Cloud B
[16]. With the goal that Cloud B can check that Cloud A makes
figuring and do the calculation planned by the cloud client.
Besides Cloud B may run a model director administration
that changes the execution way which is utilized by Cloud A.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
F. Hao et al [5] have proposed a fast search algorithm for a
huge fuzzy database that stores iris codes or information
with a relative paired structure. The vague idea of iris codes
and their high dimensionality is constrained by the novel
procedure, Beacon Guided Search, which does as such by
scattering countless "beacons" in the clear search. BGS is
considerably quicker than the current ES with an
insignificant loss of exactness. It takes extensively less
recollections and it doesn't rely upon reserving information
away, along these lines killing the need for composite storing
the executives. The preprocessing is basic and speedy. It
holds up to 30% mistakes in the inquiry and furthermore up
to seven cyclic pivots. The lot of memory put is little and
quickly moderate.

There are some issues in handling cloud based databases, we
have tried to handle some of them in this project. They are
as below:

1.1 Potential Threats and Privacy Requirements
This segment characterizes the potential threats and the
security necessities when the database is outsourced to the
cloud. This segment contains information and the queries
forms. Despite the fact that there are numerous information
encryption techniques, some of them neglect to give adequate
security assurance after measurable examination. As often as
possible and huge measure of inquiry forms uncover the
access pattern as well as release the stored encrypted
information to the unapproved client.

R. A. Popa et al proposed CryptDB [9], a structure to shield
the private data in databases from right off the bat the
curious cloud server itself and besides the application
server's understandings. Crypt DB fundamentally contains
utilizing the assortment queries beneficially finished the
encoded data utilizing a unique SQL-mindful encryption
framework. It limits the information presented to the
untrusted database management server [6]. Not with
remaining of generous the task of wellbeing defending, still a
couple of data is revealed in the methodology. J.M. Bofhli et
al proposed the Security and protection improving multicloud architectures [1]. This paper fills in as an outline paper
where makers talked about the security in open cloud and
different cloud. Additionally the high potential for security
gauges in distributed computing have been contended.
Homomorphic encryption and secure multiparty estimation
rules to be strikingly boosting concerning both specialized
security and administrative consistence. Despite the fact that
there is no single ideal approach to manage develop both
security and lawful consistence in a relevant manner. The
imprisonments of these practices simply start from their
compelled appropriateness and high multifaceted nature
being utilized.

1.2 Queries Pattern Module
The queries pattern may contains private information, as
they can uncover the customer's motivation of the query.
Indeed, even not as good as such pattern can release some
measurable properties. In view of the above conversation,
we express that a scalable multi-dimensional range
queries [12] and encrypted data have to maintain a
strategic distance from the accompanying private
information from being obtained by the outsourced
clouds.

1.3 Privacy of Item Values Modules
The ideal system is required to make nothing of the
measurable properties be spilled to the cloud. However, the
protection privacy of statistical properties in a viable
outsourced database cloud is unavoidable, as restoring a
piece of information as opposed to worldwide requires
information for sifting [17]. For instance, if the customer
needs to recover an information from the outsourced
database, a cloud server with no information on the range
request can restore all information of the database to the
customer, which is unusable.
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investigate the information apportioning strategy and
algorithmically extend this procedure to manufacture
security insurance record on touchy fields of a social table.
Such file empower semi-believed server to evaluate hazy
range inquiries with least information spillage. In light of the
work proposed by Dan Boneh et al. in [15], an open key
based methodology called Hidden Vector Encryption (HVE).
It bolsters correspondence and request look over scrambled
information. In any case, the multifaceted nature of range
search per information thing is straight in the range size,
which can be an excess of costly regarding execution time
when the range size is huge. Additionally, the proposed
strategy doesn't utilize any type of ordering to lessen get to
unpredictability that may be amazingly costly when
managing huge datasets.

OPE security (sTOPE) performs with the end goal that lone
the request for things present in the database is known. Sulk
and stOPE use Merkle hashing to ensured customers against
a pernicious server. So produce the request data of the
information in plaintext. Other than the model concerns just
a single query at a time, where all the more fine grain
requesting is conceivable.
M. A. AlZain et al proposed the Cloud computing security
from single to multi-clouds; It indicates security in single
cloud and numerous clouds [7]. Moreover decides some
limitation and focal points in security in distributed
computing. Single cloud take a shot at three stages SaaS, PaaS,
IaaS. Customers and business associations don't lose their
held information as a result of noxious assailant in the cloud.
It has a high ability to debilitate security risks that influence
the distributed computing customer. Find attainable to
possible imprisonment. All things considered the office
accessibility is as yet a discontent and furthermore there is a
mischief of organization comfort. J. Vaishnavi et al proposed
the Latent Information towards Various Numerical Related
SQL Queries [24] in which they determined that by using a
multi cloud with a series of dealing proprieties and it not only
secures the conﬁdentiality of standing data, but also
addresses latent privacy preserving in numerical properties
or after large number of query fired [22]. They used RSA
algorithm for key generation and AES algorithm for
encryption and decryption of data.

Yin Yang et al proposed a ranked range query (RRQ) plot
[10], which can bolster both range inquiry and positioned
search. Relies upon the Homomorphic Paillier crypto
framework, we utilize two super-expanding arrangement to
add up to multidimensional catchphrases. The first is utilized
to entire one buyer's for the multidimensional watchwords
to a gathered number. The subsequent one is connected to
make an outline number by expanding the aggregated
measures all things considered. Security request uncovers
that RRQ can accomplish classification of watchwords,
affirmation, data unwavering quality and question mystery.
Meanwhile increasingly convoluted pre-sifting rules for
example "also, "or", "not" will be not wrapped up by RRQ
system.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECURE / SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our work is based on work of Kaiping Xue et al based on
two-cloud computing, along with key generation our
proposed system gives a way to deal with queries of numeric
related information with security assurance. We have
considered the procedures and protocols related with the
assurance preservation of the outsourced data to the outside
cloud server. The Range Queries work by executing the
repeated range query can keep secrecy of keywords,
verification, data integrity and query privacy. After that
system combines the range queries constructively completed
the encoded information utilizing a novel SQL secured
encryption system. The request secured encryption is one of
the tools used which enables assessment activities to be
especially related on encoded information, without decoding
the operands. So that as it might encryption of non-numeric
data isn't possible with this tools. Afterward the two-cloud
system is presented which partitions the private data and
queries pattern into encrypted form in two distinct clouds
which don't have known about one another. The data
privacy and client authenticity also increased with a secrete
key so that no any unauthorized client / user can access
private data.

Rakesh Agrawal et al proposed Order Preserving Encryption
for Numeric Data [14] that allows any correlation activity to
be legitimately associated on encoded data. Inquiry
outcomes delivered are far reaching (no bogus hits) and
complete (no bogus drops). OPES (Order Preserving
Encryption Scheme) permits correlation activities to be
explicitly related on scrambled data, without decoding the
operands. Consequently, equalization and range questions
and furthermore the MAX, MIN, and COUNT , GROUP BY and
ORDER BY inquiries can be absolutely arranged over
encoded information. OPES results are right and don't
contain bogus positives , an incentive in a segment can be
altered or another worth can be embedded in a section
without requiring changes in the encryption of different
qualities and it tends to be easily joined with present
database systems. Encryption of non-numeric data, for
instance, factor length strings aren't finished by OPES.
Likewise while applying SUM or AVG to a gathering the
qualities must be decoded.
Raluca Ada Popa et al proposed an Ideal-Security Protocol
for Order-Preserving Encoding [8], which accomplishes
perfect security. The essential procedure utilized is
variable/alterable figure messages, which recommends, the
figure messages for not many plaintext values change and its
approved that fleeting figure writings are fundamental for
immaculate security. Sulk is better than anything OPE
conspire by 1-2 solicitations of degree. The equivalent time
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needs to recover information from the table, whose segment
Ti ought to be ">" than a steady x (i.e., SELECT *FROM table
WHERE Ti > x). In our system, it is settled by figuring the
indication of each estimation of (Ti(k) - x), in which k crosses
all columns of the whole table. On the off chance that the
outcome is "> 0" at that point the important information
fulfills the query logic. These operations are executed on the
encoded fields, with the goal that the security is vigorously
saved. For this at the hour of putting away information in to
cloud A, every section name Ti must be encrypted. As needs
be, on the off chance that the administrator is "<" at that
point the predicate becomes "Ti < x" and the relating activity
is (x - Ti(k)). The remaining stages are same as the above
cases. For the instance of "< >" i.e "Among x AND y", the
outcome is the crossing point of Ti > x and Ti < y.
The project framework can keep up the security of
information and query demands against every one of the two
clouds. Especially, Cloud A solitary realizes the query
demand style and the last record, yet because of copy
information, Cloud A can't precisely comprehend the at long
last satisfied list set for each single solicitation. For Cloud B,
it realizes the fulfilled records of each single solicitation, yet
after the proposed tasks, it doesn't have a clue about the
connection of the relating information. Also, Cloud B can
barely separate whether two got sections are created from at
least one segments in the novel database.

corresponding knowledge includes the data contents and the
relative processing logic.
D. Security Policy
We proposed to use CryptDB and encryption algorithm to
encrypt block of data. This algorithm is used for Keyexpansion and Data Encryption purpose.
Algorithm
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

4. METHOD OF EXPERIMENTATION
To lessening the hazard for information just as applications
in a outsourced cloud is the simultaneous utilization of
different clouds. A few methodologies are advanced as of late
by this technique. Cryptographic techniques and security
levels are the two main things of secured mobile cloud
computing [2]. This contains a usage on these various
protections and security assurance on numeric related SQL
queries by utilizing two-cloud approaches. These created
two-cloud designs permit to classify the accessible
framework and to investigate them as indicated by their
improved security benefits. We propose protection and
security on SQL range queries just as scientific tasks over
outsource cloud database. By utilizing that Two-cloud design
we propose a two level encryption and decryption technique
which gives high security to cloud client's information. The
simulation results according to proposed algorithm are
noted for data insertion and data selection. The average rate
for insert is noted for data insertion and query response time
is noted for data selection process as a performance measure.

Fig -1: System Architecture
A. System Admin
Our proposed system architecture incorporates a database
manager, and two cooperating clouds. In this system, the
database manager can be executed on a client side from the
point of view of cloud administration. The two clouds (Cloud
A and Cloud B), at the server's side and provide necessary
calculations to the administrator.

5. RESULT ANALYSIS

B. System User

The result of insertion of queries and accessing system by
number of users is shown in following ﬁgures.

He is approved client who access information from cloud
database. The two clouds work together to react each
queries demand from the approved clients (accessibility).
C.

Start
Allocate Cloud A and Cloud B
Use key for user authentication.
Encrypt Data Using CryptDB and encryption
algorithm.
Data in encrypted form is stored on Cloud A.
Store private keys with query computing logic
on Cloud B.
Use request secured encryption tools to enable
encoded data access activities, without
decoding the operands using range queries.
End

System Interface

In our system, data are converted into encrypted form and
stored on cloud A and the private keys are stored on Cloud B
with query computational logic. So for each query, the
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
We have considered the various procedures and protocols
related with the assurance preservation of the outsourced
data to the outside cloud server. The advancement in this
area a bit of the works related range queries, organize
protecting encryption and multi-cloud structure. The Range
Queries work by executing the repeated range query can
keep secrecy of keywords, verification, data integrity and
query privacy. After that it combines the range queries
constructively completed the encoded information utilizing a
novel SQL secured encryption system. The request secured
encryption is one of the tools used which enables assessment
activities to be especially related on encoded information,
without decoding the operands. So that as it might
encryption of non-numeric data isn't possible with this tools.
Afterward the two-cloud system is presented which
partitions the private data and queries pattern into
encrypted form in two distinct clouds which don't have
known about one another. The data privacy and client
authenticity also increased with a secrete key so that no any
unauthorized client / user can access private data. In our
future work, with security we can speedup data processing
by using parallel algorithms using technologies like GPU /
CUDA.

Fig -1: Diagram showing comparison of average rate of
insertion for Item Insertion Process with existing
technique and proposed technique Item.
The efficiency of insertion process comparison for the
previous and proposed approach is shown in above Figure 1.
It shows that with proposed approach, we
achieve higher query insertion rate, because while inserting
the data on one cloud, we used encryption technique along
with a key logic on another cloud, so no need to do any
overhead computation on the same cloud.
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